
� Class	Time		
� Vocabulary	practice		

�  Read	Night	Flyers		
�  Identify	the	6	vocabulary	words		
�  Practice	Vocabulary	Words	on	workbook	p.	188	


�  Things	you	will	need		
�  Pencil	
�  Reading	Book	
�  English	Workbook		

















Workbook	p.	188	

nocturnal	
detail	

swoops	
effort	

fluttering	

dozes	

moves	quickly	

Yes,	you	are	looking	at	only	a	part	of	it.	

trying	hard	

at	night	

easy	

very	quickly	



� Class	Time		
� Vocabulary	practice		

�  Vocabulary	practice		

�  Things	you	will	need		
�  Pencil	
�  Vocabulary	Cards	



Blanketed 
If an area is blanketed in fog or 

snow, it is covered. 



Surroundings 
The area around you is your 

surroundings. 



Plummet 
If you drop suddenly from a great 

height, you plummet. 



Inverted 
Something that is turned 

upside-down or inside-out is 
inverted. 



� Class	Time		
�  Listen	and	follow	along	to	“Bat	Loves	The	Night”	
�  Fill	in	Story	Map	

�  Things	you	will	need		
�  Pencil	
�  Reading	Book	
�  Story	Map		





Story:                          Draw your favorite part of the story  
Author: 
Genre: 
Name: 	

	

3.	What	is	unusual	about	the	way	bats	sleep?	

	

	

4.	How	old	are	bats	when	they	learn	to	fly?	

	
	

5.	Where	is	a	bat	most	likely	to	be	found	during	the	day?	

	

	

6.	Why	does	the	author	compare	a	bat’s	feet	to	a	coat	hanger?	

	

	

	

7.	What	do	you	think	a	bat	will	eat?	

	

1. Why	did	the	author	write	“Bat	Loves	the	Night?	

	 8.	How	can	we	tell	that	“bat	Loves	the	Night”	is	nonfiction?	

2. What	do	bats	mostly	use	to	find	their	way?	

	

First	

Next	

Then	

Last	

“Bat	Loves	The	Night”		

Nicola	Davies		

Informational	Narrative		

Bat	wakes	up,	spreads	her	wings,	and	flies.	

Bat	hears	a	moth	and	tries	to	catch	it.	It	gets		
away	at	first,	but	then	she	catches	it	and	eats	it.		

Night	draws	to	an	end,	and	the	bat	flies	back		
to	her	roost.	Her	baby	waits	there.	

Bat	dozes	with	her	baby,	waiting	for	the	night.	

1.  Why did the author write “Bat Loves the Night?

To Teach us interesting facts about bats. 

2. What do bats mostly use to find their way?

Bats use sound to find their way.

3. What is unusual about the way bats sleep?

They sleep upside down

4. How old are bats when they learn to fly?

Just a few weeks old. 

5. Where is a bat most likely to be found
 during the day?

In a cave 

6. Why does the author compare a bat’s feet 
to a coat hanger?

Both have curved hooks

7. What do you think a bat will eat?

small animals, like spiders.

8. How can we tell that “bat Loves the Night” 
is nonfiction?

It gives facts and information about a subject
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